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Executive Summary: It is proposed to extend the possibilities of placing S-101 ENCs texts on the 
ECDIS, so that they can be widely tested before taking a final decision. 
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Introduction / Background 

1. One major improvement of S-101 as compared to S-57 is the possibility for the cartographer to “control” the 
placement of a text on the ECDIS, so as to avoid overlap with other features or texts and allow mariners for 
a better readability. This possibility is implemented by the cartographic feature “Text Placement”. 

2. This paper proposes to extend the possibilities of placing S-101 ENCs names and light legends on the 
ECDIS. This will allow wide testing to be carried on, so that the best data model can be retained. 

Discussion 

3. In S-101, the name of a feature is normally encoded using name sub-attribute of complex attribute feature 
name on the Feature object. 

4. In this case, the position of the name on the ECDIS will be as defined by the Lua rule in the S-101 Portrayal 
Catalogue. 

5. Screen clutter being a major issue of the ENC display on the ECDIS, S-101 now offers the possibility to the 
cartographer to have control over the way the name is displayed on the ECDIS. This is performed with the 
cartographic feature “Text Placement”. 

6. Text Placement cartographic feature is linked to the geographic feature object by a Text association.  

7. Text Placement is defined in the Feature Catalogue as having a Point Primitives. This is repeated in the 
DCEG (23.1.1): “Text Placement should only be associated with features of type point”. 

8. The relations between the various components are understood to be as follows: 

 

Text Placement itself is an independent geo feature so it also can have spatial association.  

 

 



9. Text Placement feature is defined as follows in the DCEG: 

 

10. Text association is defined as follows in the DCEG: 

 

- One Text Placement can be associated to only one Geo feature. 
- One Geo feature can be associated to more than one Text Placement. 

11. Spatial association is defined as follows in the S-101 Product Specification: 

 

12. The current SPAS model permits to use Scale Maximum and Scale Minimum subfields to control Text 
Placement features. 

13. Along the Scale range of an ENC (Maximum and Minimum display scales), it may be needed or helpful to 
have two or more different placements of one text, according to the scale at which the ENC is displayed. 

14. Flip bearing being an attribute of the Text Placement feature, the only possibility to encode various 
“orientations” of a text is to use various Text Placement features. 

15. Future cartographic production tools could be fitted with functionalities that calculates symbols/texts 
overlappings and automatically populates the attributes of the Text Placement feature, including the scale 
range. 

16. It is proposed to test and possibly review the current model to allow various Text Placement features, with 
different scale ranges, being associated to one geo feature. 



Recommendations 

It is recommended to: 

 Confirm the use of Scale Maximum and Scale Minimum on the Spatial Association field (SPAS); 

 Invite volunteers to discuss the way to improve S-101 ENC text readability with Text Placement feature, 
and its associations (Text and Spatial). 

Action Requested of the S-101PT 

17. The S-101PT is invited to:  

1) Discuss this paper its recommendations. 
2) Invite interested people to participate in further discussions, among the DCEG or Portrayal Sub-

Group. 
3) Agree on any other possible action. 


